Year End Report 2020-2021
Outlines major events for the 2020-2021 school year on a district and a site level. Highlights
yearly progress and outlines future goals. Provides an overview of the Librarian’s site-specific
duties at Antelope High School. Presents database, circulation, and student data for
reference and year-to-year progress assessment.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Antelope High School Library strives to foster a positive school culture and sense of
community by placing students at the center of everything we do. Through our
equitable library services and programming, we







establish a “sense” of place for students to interact, communicate, and
collaborate with one another,
forge key relationships and partnerships with teachers to plan and deliver
meaningful instruction,
create inclusive collections that celebrate diverse experiences in order to inspire
the reading lives of students and staff,
enable students’ beliefs in their own ability to seek and use information
successfully,
contribute to students’ rigorous application of skills, knowledge, and behaviors
necessary for thriving in today’s global society, and
empower students to practice intellectual freedom, explore, innovate, and take
risks in order to develop the skills necessary to be college and career ready and
self-directed, lifelong learners.
Click on poster to open in a webpage
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HIGHLIGHTS
Circulation Rebounds Once Students Return to Campus!
A monthly subscription to the Junior Library Guild continues to bring
high interest, young adult, nonfiction and fiction titles to our library. This
year, the Library continued to add student requested and diverse titles
to our collection. 2019-2020 saw 1,993 books circulated. This year we
circulated 431 physical books, a decrease of 78.4% because of the
COVID-19 Pandemic! Once we returned to campus; however, we saw
an immediate increase (175%) in circulation compared to the fall term.

District Digital Shelf Launched!
In order to adjust to a more, virtual environment,
the District Librarians worked to implement a
Districtwide electronic bookshelf, so students
could access eBooks and audiobooks without coming to campus. Our District Shelf
launched in November with 19 checkouts. With increased advertisement and promotion
on social media and in our newsletters, digital circulations increased by 758% in the spring
term with 163 checkouts. We now have 753 titles to select from year round!

The Global Read Aloud Comes to Antelope High School!
The Antelope High School Library, in collaboration with The
Global Read Aloud, participated in a six-week, virtual read
aloud and book discussion on Stamped: Racism, Antiracism,
and You by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi. Each week
40 students and staff engaged in powerful conversations on
racism and antiracism. Students shared their personal
experiences and thoughts on issues discussed in the book.
The Global Read Aloud was one of our most impactful
programs this year and will definitely return next year! We
are excited for the announcement of next year’s selection.
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HIGHLIGHTS Continued…
Teacher Collaboration Continues Through the Pandemic!
This year, the Library continued to collaborate with the English department
to bring engaging research learning opportunities and resources to our
students. English classes “Speed Dated” with YA Fiction, and English 9-11,
and Honors 10 classes learned how to research with key words; develop
detailed and open-ended research questions; curate, evaluate, and cite
sources; identify misinformation; and efficiently navigate database
platforms and the Internet. Students learning at home were able to Zoom
in to all research lessons and were provided with a Screencastify for later
reference. We even provided a virtual speed dating option for students.

Library Serves Students During COVID-19!
The Library was available to staff and students during the
school closure in the following ways:











SMORE newsletter resources and communication
Library Website
Teacher collaboration (English 9, 10, Honors 10, 11)
and Google Sites and Docs resource curation (CR Reads, English 9, Text Pairings,
Honors English 10)
Class Materials distribution for Visual Arts, Performing Arts, Social Sciences, and CTE
Credit Recovery classroom
Research help via Zoom and email
Book checkouts & returns
Technology troubleshooting and Chromebook repairs/loaners
Instagram @librarygirl7801 and Twitter @anhs_lib
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LIBRARY AND TAB EVENTS
Teen Advisory Board Celebrates Student Voices!
In collaboration with students, the Library grew its Teen Advisory Board
(TAB). TAB held monthly League of Literature (LOL) Book Club meetings
and ran two themed, virtual student events: “Vote for Your Favorite
Romance Novel” and an Among Us Valentine’s Game Night. During our
Game Night, we made eCards for the children at St. Jude’s Hospital.

Vote for Your Favorite Romance Novel
TAB ran a virtual voting booth during the month of February.
Students were able to vote for their most favorite romance
novel of all time. The Library handed out Hershey’s Chocolate
bars and stickers for all participating students. Students
selected the following top two YA romance novels:
1. The Selection by Kiera Cass
2. Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
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PARTNERSHIPS & PROGRAMS
Local Library Partnership
The AnHS Library collaborated with the
North Highlands-Antelope Teen Librarian
to bring “Book Club in a Box” to our
students. No in-person visits took place
during the pandemic this year. Next year
we will resume on-campus visits. Oncampus visits are essential for informing
our students about community resources
and allowing them to interact with their
local teen public librarian.

League of Literature (LOL) Book Club
In partnership with the Teen Advisory Board (TAB), the AnHS Library held virtual book club
meetings every six weeks. Students read the following titles during the school year:
Sadie, They Called Us Enemy, Another Brooklyn, Such a Fun Age, Never Let Me Go,
Washington Black, Little Fires Everywhere, Educated, A Very Large Expanse of Sea, The
Prince and the Dressmaker, The Colour of Bee Larkham’s Murder, American Dirt,
Everything I Never Told You, and Circe. Click on the slide below to view our Choice Board
and listen to or read excerpts of our LOL Book Club titles.
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LIBRARY SERVICES

The AnHS Library is a central hub for a variety of school activities and services. All of the
following services were available in the Library during the 2020-2021 school year.





























Chromebook 1:1 Management: Loaner CBs, CB Repairs, CB Inventory, Student and
Technology Department communication (daily),
Textbook Checkouts and Returns (beginning and end of each term)
Novel Checkouts and Returns (ongoing each term)
Library Book Checkouts and Returns (daily)
Teacher Class Set Checkout and Delivery (ongoing)
Information and Digital Literacy Instruction (ongoing)
Teacher Collaboration and Activity Coordination
Library Reservations
Civic Permits Event Coordination
Projector and Sound Set-up and Coordination
Student Printing and Copying
Technology Assistance and Troubleshooting
Student Password Help
Chromebook and Chromebox use
Library Chromebook Checkouts
Database Assistance and Access
Research and Citation Assistance for Students
OPAC Library Catalog Assistance and Access
Access to Resources
Credit Recovery Class Usage
HUB Time Study Space
League of Literature Book Club (virtual)
Reader’s Advisory
Library Displays
Librarian and Student Book Recommendations
Antelope Learning Lab (ALL)- virtual
College and Career Center Access until 3 pm
PSAT and AP Testing
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CIRCULATION & DATABASE STATISTICS
Circulation Statistics 2020-2021
Resource
Type
Non Fiction
Fiction
SPED Library
Equipment
CD/DVD
Total Books
Total Materials

Number of
Circulations
66
358
6
19
6
430
455

% of Total
% Change Spring 2021
Circulations Compared to Fall 2020
14.5
+ 135
78.68
+ 183
1.32
+ 100
4.18
- 64.3
1.32
-100
94.5
+175
100
+139.6

Number of Circulations by Resource Type 2020-2021
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Database Statistics 2020-2021
Gale: Gale eBooks, Opposing Viewpoints (OV), and High School (HS)
Despite the reduction in OV and HS student usage, Gale eBook retrievals increased by
9.3%. Our Gale eBooks provide students with access to Cameron’s Collection, mental
health and wellness eBooks. With the heightened stress and anxiety in dealing with the
pandemic, it is clear that these resources provided students with coping strategies and
need information, and students accessed them on a regular basis.
The graph seen below shows just how many sessions, searches, and retrievals were lost
because of the COVID-19 Pandemic. As a result, students did not receive the necessary
information literacy instruction and subsequent research skills practice that are so
necessary for their high school, college, and career success.

Gale Usage Statistics 2019-2020 vs. 2020-2021
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While our Gale database usage was down by an average of 34% overall, the number of
retrievals per search actually increased, from 216 to 236, for our Gale eBooks. This
demonstrates students’ improved abilities in finding resources applicable to their
research topics and/or needs.
This year’s research lessons in English 9-11, AP Lit, and English Honors 10 focused on
conducting searches with multiple keywords in order to find resources directly aligned to
a student’s research question, lateral reading to confirm misinformation, and Internet
background searches in order to learn how experts talk about particular topics. Students
were then able to transfer their background research and keywords to their database
searches.
Although some teachers still incorporated the above research instruction into their
curriculum this year, a large majority chose to cut out research in order to streamline
their curriculum and lighten the burden on students during the pandemic. The AnHS
Library will address these gaps by taking a more comprehensive approach to
information literacy next year.

ABC Clio: American Government, American History, World History (Modern
Era), World History (Ancient and Medieval Era)
Overall Usage increased by 28.3% this year. Students are not only accessing Gale as a
database but also consulting ABC Clio as an additional, quality source.

School Year

ABC Clio Usage Statistics
2019-2020 vs. 2020-2021
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California State Library Database Usage Reports

ProQuest Suite
(SIRS Researcher, CultureGrams, ProQuest Central, eBook Central, e-Library)
The ProQuest Suite of databases offers students a wide range of database resources,
from current controversial issues resources, cultural resources, and science resources to
multi-disciplinary resources and eBooks. After a third year of implementation, student
searches in this suite of databases increased by 26.3%, with overall usage increasing by
8.4%.

Total Usage

Proquest Suite Usage Statistics 2019-2020 vs. 2020-2021
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Britannica School and Escolar Usage Statistics
While some databases like Britannica showed a decline in usage (-87.9%); overall,
usage was up across most platforms, with usage in some databases like CultureGrams
(+1247%) and SIRS Issues Researcher (+24.4%). Considering the COVID-19 school closure
was in effect, these statistics demonstrate that students are accessing and using our
resources to be successful in their classes and that database choices may change from
year to year based on student research topics and projects.

Total Usage (Sessions,
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CultureGrams Usage Statistics 2019-2020 vs. 2020-2021
As a direct result of teacher collaboration with the librarian and research instruction in
the classroom, CultureGrams usage was up significantly this year. The number of pages
viewed by students rose 1438%, while the total number of visitors increased by 1055%.
When students learn how to navigate databases and can readily retrieve resources
directly applicable to their projects, they are successful in conducting research.
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LIBRARIAN DUTIES
STUDENT/PARENT/STAFF COMMUNICATION
Communicated with students, parents and staff via email, Twitter, Instagram, the Daily
Bulletin, the Library Website, Staff and Parent Monthly Digital SMORE Newsletters, Aeries
Communications, phone, and in person. Clear and concise communications enabled
me to provide answers to questions, schedule class visitations and club meetings,
provide resources, and survey students regarding reading preferences and digital
literacy beliefs and lesson outcomes.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Helped students locate and curate resources in the Library for personal reading and
school research papers and projects. In partnership with our new Library Media
Technician, Lindsay Jordan, helped students with all fine clearances and Chromebook,
library, and textbook checkouts and returns.

TEACHER COLLABORATION
With an emphasis on reading and information and digital literacy for college and
career readiness, collaborated with teachers to plan, schedule, and coordinate
classroom visits and learning experiences in the Library, classrooms, and on Zoom.
Presented at opening staff meeting in order to inform teachers about Library services
and information and digital literacy student needs.

LIBRARY PROGRAMMING AND EVENTS
We had to cancel all in-person events in the Library this year because of the pandemic;
however, we still carried out our Teen Advisory Board events (Book Club, Game Night,
Service) on Zoom. Although our North Highlands-Antelope Public Teen Librarian was
unable to come to campus this year, we still worked with our local library to bring book
club books to our library every six weeks.

LIBRARY DISPLAYS, CHOICE BOARDS, & COLLECTIONS
Designed monthly library displays to promote education and awareness around
important cultural and global topics such as Mental Health, Banned Books, Poetry,
Diversity, Voting Rights, Jewish American Heritage, Asian Pacific American Heritage,
and Black, Women, and LGBT History Months. We also went virtual this year with Choice
Boards created in Google Slides. Our Choice Boards allowed students to access our
display texts and associated events online. We promoted our choice boards on our
16
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website, in our newsletters, and on our Library Homepage. In addition to our Choice
Boards, we also curated several new collections (scroll down to view) in Follett to
support our cultural displays, the Diversify Your Narrative Initiative, and celebrate diverse
perspectives in choice reading.

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Maintained and updated Aeries and Follett Destiny Library Information Systems for all
textbooks, library books, pianos, guitars, and Chromebooks. Imported all new barcodes
and weeded old titles.

COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT
Researched and ordered award-winning titles to maintain a relevant young adult
fiction and nonfiction collection. Barcoded, catalogued, and covered all new titles for
shelving. Maintained order of shelves on library floor.

TEXTBOOK MANAGEMENT
Processed, maintained, and organized all textbooks and AP Review books for the
school year. Surplused outdated textbooks to outside vendors through District contacts.
Worked closely with Department Chairs and teachers to ensure accurate textbook
counts for the Master Schedule. Also handled RSVLA and Credit Recovery texts this
year.

CHROMEBOOK MANAGEMENT
In partnership with our Library Media Technician, we processed, distributed, maintained,
and organized the Chromebook Fleet for all grade levels. We handled daily repair
requests, daily loaners, technology troubleshooting, theft reports, inventory reports, and
all check-ins and checkouts. We dealt with all communications related to
Chromebooks, including student and parent notifications, Student Services reports, and
Help Desk requests.

FINES CLEARANCE
Worked closely with our Library Media Technician, Lindsay Jordan, and Jenny Carroll in
Student Services to update and clear student fines on a daily basis. Ran fines reports on
a quarterly basis and upon request.
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DISTRICTWIDE DIGITAL SHELF
In coordination with the other District Librarians, we established a digital bookshelf, so
students could have access to eBooks and audiobooks districtwide. Going forward, all
sites will continue to share these titles, including any new titles we purchase.

DIGITAL AND INFORMATION INTEGRATION
Worked closely with the District Librarians to review and revise CIPA curriculum and write
additional support curriculum on Digital Literacy Leadership, Identifying Misinformation,
and Evaluating Sources. Developed a DL Strategic Plan for 2021-2022,

ANHS LIBRARY ONLINE RESOURCES
Maintained an Instagram account (@librarygirl7801) to meet students where they are
and build interest in the AnHS Library program. Maintained and updated the AnHS
Library Website and Twitter account (@anhs_lib) to inform our students, families, and
staff and advocate for the AnHS Library program. Website updates took place on a
continual basis and included the posting of student blogs, embedding of monthly
newsletters, and updating and maintenance of parent, student, and staff resources for
reading, writing, research, volunteering, community involvement, and Library
programming, displays, and events.

BUDGET
Oversaw the budget for the AnHS Library, working with Kim Cuneo and Tino Guzman for
approvals. Duties included planning of purchases to align with the Library’s and
school’s strategic plan, creating requisition orders, communicating with vendors, and
balancing the budget.
MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES
Performed other duties as needed. During the pandemic, this included overseeing the
distribution of class materials for our Engineering, Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and Social
Sciences Departments. Additionally, worked with teachers to help students with various
password and/or technology issues.
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CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS
Attended the following webinars and conferences for ongoing professional
development:














UDL Training with Katie Novak (November 16 & March 25)
Educating for Equity (January 13)
Equity Conversations Group (Monthly; January to May)
CSLA DigCit Summit (February 12)
Supporting LGBTQ+ Students Training (March 22)
YALSA Webinar: Teen Summit: The Importance of Seeing "Me" Within the Doors of
the Library? (April 29)
Grant Writing for Librarians (April 30)
UDL CAST Training (May 5)
Library Journal Day of Dialog (May 6)
School Library Journal Day of Dialog (May 20)
DigLit Conference (June 4)
IB Extended Essay Training (June 18-21)
IB Librarians Training (June 22-25)

ONGOING EDUCATION
Attended the following student led conversations on diversity, inclusivity, and
equity:



Diversify Your Narrative RJUHSD Community Conversations (November,
December, February, March)
Antelope Student Equity Conversation (February 23)
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LIBRARIAN COMMUNICATIONS

BULLETIN, TWITTER, & INSTAGRAM POSTS
Ensured all Library Announcements were in the bulletin and on Twitter and Instagram to
ensure clear and timely student and staff communication.

EVENT & INFORMATIONAL FLYERS & DIGITAL RESOURCES
Created, using Canva, and coordinated social media postings of flyers and posters for
all Library Programming and Events. Created digital resources for students and teachers,
including the following Human Rights Research Project Screencastify on research
strategies and Google Sites and Docs: English 9 Mythology Research Project, Culturally
Responsive Reads, Just Mercy Text Set, and Characterization Text Set.

SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS
In coordination with TAB, digitally published Voices of the Students (VOTS).

ANHS LIBRARY WEBSITE
Maintained and updated the Library website to keep students, staff, and parents “in the
know” regarding Library policies, procedures, events, and resources.

SMORE NEWSLETTERS
Sent out a monthly, digital newsletter to Titan parents with Library resource links, Library
programming and event information, student contest opportunities, and more. Sent out
a monthly, digital newsletter to Titan staff with technology tools and tips of the month,
resource links, Library programming and event information, and more. The parent
newsletters had an average of 774 visitors per month, an increase of 122.4% compared
to the previous year. The teacher newsletters had an average of 316 visitors per month,
an increase of 96.3% over last year. Overall, the newsletters received 13,681 total views,
a 117.3% increase in viewership.
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TECHNOLOGY COMMUNICATIONS
Highlighted useful technology tools in monthly SMORE newsletter for teachers.
Gave examples of how to incorporate suggested technology tools into the
classroom and provided step-by-step instructions for use. I added these
technology tools to the collection of technology tools available on the Library
website.
This year’s suggested technology tools included:





























Historical Map Collections
ASL Database
Cult of Pedagogy Ed Tech Tools
Wordtune Google Extension
Masters of Tradition: A Cultural Journey Across America
Parlay: Interactive Class Discussion Tool
Talking Points: Communicate with Families in Native Languages
World101 Modules: Non-partisan International Relations
Learn with Google Arts and Culture
Ditch That Textbooks Tech Tips and Tools
Google Drawings
Control Alt Achieve Google Tools
Control Alt Achieve Google Experiments
Google Tools for SPED & Struggling Students
Eric Curt’s Chrome Extensions for Learning
GSuite Tech Training CUE
Prisma App
Professional Development Materials & Recordings
Remove.bg
Now Comment
Flipgrid Augmented Reality
Flipgrid QR Codes
Sketchnote for Science Notebooks
Booksnaps
Read & Write App
Bookshare
Awesome Table
Creative Commons Resources
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MEETINGS & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAININGS (6)
Worked with district librarians and site and district staff to collaborate, learn, and develop
new skills.
LEADERSHIP MEETINGS (12)
Attended bi-monthly meetings with Department Chairs and Administration for school
planning, WASC review, and site implementations.
LIBRARIAN PLT MEETINGS (24)
Discussed and planned a district Shelf for eBooks, CIPA curriculum, best practices,
Chromebook rollout, databases, technology use, purchases, short and long-term goals,
strategic plans, DL job description, materials distribution and returns, and other relevant
topics.
DTT MEETINGS (2)
Contributed to the discussion and planning for improved communication practices
between the Technology department and school sites, Canvas implementation, and the
technology approval process.

MONTHLY/SPECIAL STAFF MEETINGS (13)
Antelope Staff met virtually to receive safety updates, trainings, and information.
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LOOKING FORWARD
DISTRICT LIBRARIAN MODEL
For the 2021-2022 school year, the RJUHSD will
continue with the current District Librarian (DL)
Model for its comprehensive school sites. The comprehensive school sites will also
continue to have one full-time Library Media Technician on-site. Additionally, the IHS
and AdHS campuses will fall under the DL model starting in the 2021-2022 School Year.
As the Library moves forward with a comprehensive digital badge-programming model
to ensure vertical alignment and college and career readiness across all grade levels,
information and digital literacy will be a primary focus next year. Starting with the Class
of 2025, development and implementation of the digital badge-programming model
will occur over the next four years. In addition to information and digital literacy,
reading culture will remain a priority on each campus. Click here to view the RJUHSD DL
Goals for 2021-2022.

1:1 CHROMEBOOK INITIATIVE
Before the 2021-2022 school year begins, the Library will oversee the school wide
distribution of Chromebooks to all freshmen in August. The Library will also continue to
manage Chromebook loaners and repair requests throughout the school year for all
grade levels. The Library Media Technicians will carry out the day-to-day processing of
the Chromebooks, while each DL will oversee the device management program for
two school sites.

GOVERNMENT E-TEXT IMPLEMENTATION
The librarian will continue to work with Government teachers and students as a literacy
coach during the third year of e-text implementation to ensure that all students have
equitable access to digital materials and know how to utilize the e-text features.

BOOKSHARE; READ & WRITE APP
The librarian will continue to work with SPED to provide Bookshare and Read & Write
accounts for students with 504 plans and IEPs. Bookshare provides access to eTexts,
eBooks, and audiobooks to support learning in the classrooms. The Read & Write app
provides text-to-speech, speech-to-text, annotation, and other reading and writing
support tools for each student.
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DATABASE UPGRADES
The AnHS Library plans to add to our Gale eBook collection to bring additional health
and wellness eBooks, as well as digital and information literacy resources to our
students. Additionally, we will be looking into the addition of Gale Global Issues and
History databases to replace ABC Clio.

DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP INTEGRATION
The Library will continue to coordinate and implement a digital citizenship curriculum in
Health Classes, as well as a school wide series of digital citizenship plug and play
tutorials and lessons. The effort next year will focus on reaching all freshmen students
through a personalized learning and digital badge-programming model.

LIBRARY PROGRAMMING AND EVENTS
In addition to publishing Voices of the Students (VOTS) on a monthly basis, the Teen
Advisory Board (TAB) will continue hosting community service events and their monthly
League of Literature (LOL) book club. Additionally, TAB will help promote schoolwide
reading through a California Young Reader Districtwide Challenge.

LOOKING FORWARD……
I am excited to continue the Antelope High School (AnHS) Library’s journey towards
excellence, engagement, and meaningful learning in a technology rich environment.
To accomplish this goal, the Library will not only maintain established partnerships but
also forge new student and teacher partnerships and collaborations in order to achieve
our mission:
To foster a positive school culture and sense of community by placing students at the
center of everything we do.

Although I will still be splitting my time between two school
sites next year, I will continue to reflect, learn, and grow as a
teacher-librarian in order to provide the resources that staff,
students, and the community require and need. Using data
from all stakeholders, the library program will continue to
evolve in order to align with the ITSE, Future Ready Librarians
and AASL standards; and the school sites’ and RJUHSD
missions. This year was a year unlike any other school year in
history. The library program had to endure many obstacles,
but we persevered, provided resources to students and staff,
and impacted our community in positive ways.
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